baby & family photography
Field Guide to having your story told through my photography

Irina Fortey Photography
www.irinafortey.com
Toronto: 647.218.2440
Ottawa: 613.800.2304

A special thanks to all the families that
have invited me into their homes over
past 12 years. I adore you for showing
me the same love, warmth and
kindness you give each other.

Thank
You

LETTER TO THE READER
If you are reading this, it is propably because you've made the
decision to have me document you and your loved ones. While we
may not know anything about each other yet, I already know we are
connected through the appreciation you have of the moments in
your life that are worth remembering - forever!
My hope is that this guide will help you prepare for our time
together. It will help me ensure you walk away from our session with
beautiful artwork, real and honest memories you will enjoy for years
to come.
Thank you for choosing me as the person to help you preserve your
memories.
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My son, who started
my journey as a
family photographer

This is me!

FUN FACTS
I've been a professional photographer for 12 years, the first 6 years of
my career I only captured weddings. Shortly after the birth of my son, I
became addicted to the family side of life. With a photojournalistic
background I created a brand focused on connecting honest and real
portraits of babies and families who want to remember the now.
I am down to earth, easy going, and love getting to know each of my
clients and their little ones. I accept commissions in both Toronto and
Ottawa ~ I have homes in both cities, you can ask me all about it when
we meet!
My style is best described as "candid, storytelling, authentic"
I love the feel of printed photographs
My favorite baby stage is the 7 month giggle and crawl
I am addicted to watching toddlers explore
My favorite people are joyful, adventurous, kind and happy

I am focused on building relationships with the families that value
experience. Trust is the core of what makes an experience with a
photographer amazing. I only work with a handful of clients each
month, ensuring you have my undivided attention. I am available for
session preparation, along with image consultations. Your images and
our relationship is not a cookie cutter process, rather a collaboration
of a way that works best to capture and preserve the memories we
are engaged in. When you hire me, I am the vision of the final
product, from meeting you, documenting your session, to editing and
creating the proof product and presenting you with ideas for display
of your images. I am committed from start to finish. Everything
touches my hands, it is this process that has been my core value over
the past 12 years. It matters to me that you get the best possible
attention during the intimate process of having your family and
children captured.

All we can say is WOW! These photos are amazing, so crisp. vivid, playful
and intimate all at once! They are exactly what we were hoping for! We
can't thank you enough for accommodating us and making us look so good.
It was also such a pleasure to meet you and work with you!
Thanks again!
(So many exclamation marks!!!!)
~ Rohini Kumar

Irina is like an honorary member of our family. She’s been capturing
incredible moments and freezing family milestone memories for us for
the past 4 years. She is THE nicest, warmest, most patient to work with.
Taking photos can be awkward but she’s really great at making you feel
comfortable and keeping your kids at ease too! Greatest thing you’ll
ever do is capture moments with your family as they grow so that you’ll
have lasting images to keep the memories alive.
~ Andrea Nilsen

MY APPROACH TO WORKING
WITH YOUR FAMILY
We begin with a questionnaire where you are given the opportunity
to describe your vision, special milestone and engage in letting me
know why you are currently celebrating life in images. It allows me
to draft ideas and approach your family with a proposal that is
unique to your lifestyle. This is a golden moment in the process as
we begin to work together in planning a location and describe the
session setting.
My approach with the littlest members of your family is candid and
unobtrusive; we play, have yummy snacks and engage in a natural
way. If you tell me their favorite things ~ you will see these happy
“treats” appear during our time together! This unique process allows
little people to feel relaxed and create the most authentic record of
who they are today. Your session time is never rushed and my goal
to capture natural images.

FREQUENT ASKED QUESTIONS
What is your style of photography?
I specialize lifestyle photojournalism, it is a style of photography
which aims to capture and document real-life events, situations, or
milestones in an artistic manner and the art of the everyday. With
lifestyle sessions we incorporate things you would typically do in
spaces you love. This can be hanging out at home, visiting your
favourite playground, or going to a favourite coffee shop. It is
incorporating "real-life" into a session. Lifestyle locations are chosen
by clients. When extended family sessions or group photography is
present, it is candid and relaxed in nature.
When is the best time to book a photography session?
Anytime. Your life is in stages, from a newborn to toddler to
preschooler and beyond. Capturing your family periodically is
important to preserving the moments of today for forever.
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What if my baby/toddler/child is uncooperative?
I've been a professional photographer for 12 years, and I'm also a
mother of two. Trust me when I say that there is no situation that I
haven’t encountered before. My experience with newborns,
toddlers and kids means that I can work fast and efficiently while
keeping it fun. I believe that photo sessions should be a joyful time
for family bonding, not a chore. And I am confident in my ability to
make that happen. So sit back and relax. Your child and I will be the
best of friends by the end of our photo session.
What if the weather is calling for rain and my session is outdoors?
We never know what mother nature has in store, I leave back up
dates always in my schedule. We will aim to regroup for a session
based on when the day is better.
What is your turnaround time?
You can expect to receive your complimentary 4x6 prints within four
weeks of your photo session. Albums and prints take an additional
two weeks from the time your order is placed. For all digital files,
you will receive a link to a gallery and will be able to download your
files directly from there.
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BOOKING + ORDERING PROCESS
What is your pricing? Do you offer digital files?
I charge a creative fee of $350 plus hst which includes a set of 4x6 prints
(yes, real live hold them-in-your-hand prints!) You can add on albums, wall
prints or canvases to your order.
How do I reserve a session date?
Once a mutual date is decided, you will emailed an online booking portal.
You will be able to sign the portrait agreement, review studio policies and
submit your payment. The session fee must be received within five days of
booking a session, or the scheduled appointment will be forfeited. I am
unable to hold any dates past this period.
How do I view my session images?
My photo sessions are designed to be easy. My entire workflow, from the
shoot to the product in your hand, has been designed with you and your
busy life in mind.
Here is a detailed time frame:
Expect your images to be ready for review within 3 weeks from your
session date. You will receive the set of 4x6 images within 4 weeks,
shipped to your door. An online private link will be submitted and active
for days, you must review and submit your order during this time. If you
miss this window, a $20 re-upload fee is applied.
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ORGANIC MAGAZINE

Irina is the most patient, natural and inspiring photographer. She captured
so many amazing shots from professional head shots, pregnancy, my
children and newborn special moments. She can calm any discomfort you
my have being photographed and help calm the fussiest baby. What I
appreciate most is the natural approach to capturing Magical Moments.
Have no hesitation at choosing Irina as she will capture the magic in a shot
and something you will cherish forever.
~ Karen Leslie

